Complexity

Blue Complexity 4306
Soft Swirls
Dynamic Lines

String Play_4316

Rough Surf_4301
String Play

String Play_4312       String Play_4314

www.petratrimmel.com
Abstractions
grey & rose

Thunder Above The City_4311

www.petratrimmel.com
Rocky Cliffs

Blue Coast_03372
Flame - black and white

5028, 5031 & 5026

www.petratrimmel.com
Safe Harbor
Summer Sky

High Plains Summer Sky 01102
Dreamy Landscapes

Brown Mountains_6463

Bright Night_7100

www.petratrimmel.com
Fluffy Clouds
Big Sky
Nature Glow

Ocean Sunrise _ 6987

Flower Fields_00730
Lava Land
Coastline
Mountain
Blue Sky

Crest 00344_A
Riverside 00334_B
Blue Sky_00340
Summer Land

Summer Thunder_00342_A

Waves_00345_A
Teal Clouds

Teal Clouds 00379_A

In The Clouds_00379
Teal Clouds
Dream Forest

5116 & 5157
Geometric
Geometric
Bold Reflections

Blue Cliff_02642
Red Glow_03253
Bold Color

Orange_0151  Yellow_0912  Lilac_0325
Orange 0151_4x4pattern

Pink_0158_4x4pattern

Yellow_0912_4x4pattern

www.petratrimmel.com
Bubble Joy

Bubbles 02227

Lemon Drops_02228
Nature re-imagined

Forest Flowers_02155

Grasses_02178

www.petratrimmel.com
Reflections
Tumbleweed

Blue Tumble_03664
Succulents

Purple Desert_03114

RoseDesert_03116

www.petratrimmel.com
Tradition

Silver Lace_01052
Golden Lace_01052
Blue Lace_01051
Red Hues

Red Lines_03340
Rose Curves_3392
Jewel
Perspective
Water

Water_00566_B
Waves_00567_B
Waves_00567_D
Urban Scapes
Soft Beige

KlugeKoepef_00678

Spot_6889
Petra Ute Trimmel’s art allows the viewer to have a sense of wonder and curiosity, to add to their experience of space. Her artful blends of colors create stunning compositions. Full of modern appeal Petra’s art can be found in lovely homes throughout the US.

Petra Ute Trimmel combines photography and graphic art to make stunning abstract wall-art designs and fantasy landscapes. Petra’s designs span the color spectrum, some very colorful, some muted to provide a selection that will fit your interior design needs. Petra loves to experiment with a variety of looks. Shaped by her expertise in graphic art, photography and product development, Petra's art is geared to visually enhance your home as well as public environments such as hotels, workplace and healthcare-settings.